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Quiz: 
Fake news or real news? 
4 questions



1

Made by Forrest Galante on Joe Rogan in Dec 2019, but this resurfaced in July 2022.



2

“The Forbes article operates under the belief that the lottery winner will choose the one-time payment, which went from $747.2 million to $780.5 million after the article 
published.”



3 Planned Parenthood Votes TV ad:  

“Mehmet Oz is so extreme he wants to make abortion a 
crime in Pennsylvania.”

Planned Parenthood Votes cited to PolitiFact examples of Oz touting his stance on abortion, including his pledge to "be a bold voice in the Senate and a proud champion 
for the ‘pro-life’ movement." 



4 Senate speech, May 25, 2022:  

“The leading cause of death among children is a firearm.”

For ages 1-19 

Their analysis did not take into account infant-specific types of deaths, such as congenital abnormalities or short gestation…. infants are typically not included because 
of certain fatal conditions unique to children under a year old. 



1
False  
Source: Politifact  
https://bit.ly/3QueJ40

“Experts told The Associated Press there’s no 
documentation of bull sharks in the Great Lakes. The 
myth also has been debunked by organizations such as 
the Shedd Aquarium (on Lake Michigan) and the Great Lakes 
Echo, produced by Michigan State University’s Knight Center 
for Environmental Journalism.”

2
False  
Source: Politifact 
https://bit.ly/3QlFCao

“The user appears to have based this assumption on a 
mistaken calculation based on the headline and not on 
the content of the article itself, which details how the lottery 
winnings get paid out and what taxes are owed.

3
Half true 
Source: Politifact 
https://bit.ly/3bKqHrj

“While Oz has said that he supports restrictions, he’s been 
silent on the question of what criminal penalties, if any, should 
be applied to patients or doctors.”

4
Mostly true 
Source: Politifact 
https://bit.ly/3dkdFBy 

“The CDC publishes data on the leading causes of death 
among different demographic groups, providing the most 
reliable data. In 2020, the leading cause of death among 
children ages one through 18 involved a firearm.” 

“If infants are included, rankings of the leading causes of 
death for children up to age 18 change.”

https://bit.ly/3QueJ40
https://bit.ly/3QlFCao
https://bit.ly/3bKqHrj
https://bit.ly/3dkdFBy


ONLINE ➡ IRL



Source: Reuters

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-politics-disinformation-idUSKBN2BS0RZ?taid=606af4c8a0a3570001acce1f&utm_campaign=trueAnthem:+Trending+Content&utm_medium=trueAnthem&utm_source=twitter


Source: Public Religion Research Institute

https://www.prri.org/research/qanon-conspiracy-american-politics-report/


The Guardian - July 25 2022


“Cox, endorsed by Donald Trump, surged past Kelly Schulz, a member of Hogan’s cabinet, to win the Republican nomination.”



In the last 2 weeks alone . . . 

Brookings - July 26 https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fixgov/2022/07/26/misinformation-is-eroding-the-publics-confidence-in-democracy/ 

CNN - Aug 5 2022 - https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/05/media/alex-jones-punitive-damages-sandy-hook/index.html 

Conversation - Aug 7 2022 - https://theconversation.com/ivermectin-blood-washing-ozone-how-long-covid-survivors-are-being-sold-the-next-round-of-miracle-
cures-186047 

NYT - Aug 9 https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/09/business/russia-propaganda-spanish-social-media.html?mc_cid=e98c55d580&mc_eid=4e29db539f 

NYT Aug 10 https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/10/technology/voter-drop-box-conspiracy-theory.html?mc_cid=e98c55d580&mc_eid=4e29db539f

Pro Publica - Aug 4, 2022 https://www.propublica.org/article/covid-misinformation-pregnancy-vaccine-testing 



Blood libel — Jews alleged to have killed Christian children for their blood


Antebellum America — “stories of African-Americans spontaneously turning white. In other instances, fake news reports of slave uprisings or of crimes by slaves, led to 
terrible violence against African-Americans.”


Prof. Andie Tucher — sensationalist 19th-century penny press (NPR’s Hidden Brain podcast episode) and author of Not Exactly Lying: Fake News and Fake Journalism in 
American History (2022)




“The Revolutionary War was at a crucial point in 1777 when a remarkable set of documents surfaced in London that cast doubt on Yankee resolve.


With France not yet helping the struggling rebels, a packet of letters said to have been intercepted from Gen. George Washington showed that the American leader was 
far from committed to the cause. In eloquent, plaintive language, he told his closest family that he was miserable and that the war was a mistake.”


“The seven missives — known to scholars as the “spurious letters” — are a particularly sophisticated example of the craft. Written with a close ear for Washington’s style, 
full of intimate personal details, they go just a few shrewd steps beyond statements the great man actually made when bemoaning his plight. Their origin remains a 
mystery, though Washington spent years trying to track down the author.”


https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/retropolis/wp/2017/04/10/the-fake-news-that-haunted-george-washington/ 




“The ideal subject of totalitarian 
rule is not the convinced Nazi or 
the convinced Communist, but 
people for whom the distinction 
between fact and fiction (i.e. the 
reality of experience) and the 
distinction between true and 
false … no longer exist.” 

—Hannah Arent, 1951

Dan Ehrenfeld and Matt Barton: “for democracy to flourish, people need 

1) access to reliable information, 

2) autonomy, and 

3) the means to participate in conversations that [are] politically consequential.”




As problematic content; different from “real 
news”

fake news

As a critique of “mainstream media”1
2

 Muddled from the start 

Schism between the two is rooted in its recent history.


Data & Society: “This interaction between two communities, both using the phrase “fake news” to stake claims to legitimacy of their sources over others, makes uses of 
the term particularly fraught.” (8).




Buzzfeed 

November 16, 2016 
(13 days after the election)

Buzzfeed article: “Fake election news stories”


data from FB


20 top-performing false election stories from hoax sites & hyper-partisan blogs generated 8.7 million shares, reactions, and comments


Same time period, the 20 best-performing election stories from 19 major news websites generated a total of 7.3 million shares, reactions, and comments



First mention of “fake news” from Trump on Twitter 

December 10, 2016 (about a month after the election)



https://trends.google.com/

Google trends for fake news from Sept 2016 to October 2018, peaks at election and inauguration

—GT “analyzes the popularity of top search queries in Google Search across various regions and languages” 


https://trends.google.com/


fake news as 

critique of “mainstream media”1

Data & Society: “This interaction between two communities, both using the phrase “fake news” to stake claims to legitimacy of their sources over others, makes uses of 
the term particularly fraught.” (8).




Trump calls CNN “fake news” at his first press 
conference since Election Day. 

January 11, 2017 (9 days before inauguration)



Before his account was banned, the former President used “fake news” 940 times on his twitter account. (data from Twitter Trump archive)


This speaks to how the definition has been muddled. 




information operations
misinformation

disinformationpropaganda

low-quality news 
content

junk news

false news

problematic content; as different from “real 
news”2

What is fake?
What is news?

fake news as 

2nd definition: 


“Problematic” because of its form — it looks like real news

“Different” — in terms of intent & process (for profit, hyper-partisian)




problematic content; as different from “real 
news”2

Mad World News: was featured in an October 2018 episode of The Daily Podcast


Lazer et al’s “The Science of Fake News” from Science (Mar 2018): fake news is “fabricated information that mimics news media content in form but not in organizational 
process or intent.”


Data & Society: “sites that mimic the headlines and mastheads of genuine news outlets, while publishing intentional disinformation.”




problematic content; as different from “real 
news”2

Intent — “Online discourse makes it almost impossible to assess an author’s clear intent, meaning that it is difficult to definitively differentiate honest mistakes from satire 
and parody, or even deliberate deception” (Data & Society 10)




problematic content; as different from “real 
news”2

How problematic?
Not as problem
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Misleading content

 Type — Some are about intent and some “according to the strategy and style of presentation, placing imposter content (i.e., websites that mimic an established news 
source name like NYTimes.com.co or NBC. com.co), entirely fabricated content (such as “Pope Francis Endorses Donald Trump”), or state-sponsored propaganda in a 
different category from sensational, clickbait, or misleading/hyper-partisan content (like Breitbart, InfoWars, or ZeroHedge).”



problematic content; as different from “real 
news”2

How problematic?
Not as problem
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fake news is 

“…more than a widening of 
partisanship and the misleading 
use of social media to spread 
disinformation; it’s about the 
social sharing of trust, 
credibility, and evidence in the 
making of an informed citizenry.”

Defining fake news has important ramifications for how we understand it. This impacts research on fake news:


“Less Than you Think” (Princeton) — Research that focuses on only the very problematic makes it seem like fake news is not as much of a problem as it is.


“Less Than you Think,” argued that “sharing articles from fake news domains was a rare activity” and when it did happen it was mostly from those users over 65.” 
However, their study only included the most obvious and uncontroversial sites and excluded misleading content or clickbait, and hyper-partisan sites like Breitbart or 
Occupy Democrats. 


White paper from Data & Society: fake news is about the forces using tech to tear at our social fabric. It is a serious threat to our democracy because free societies are 
always vulnerable to misinformation. (US has exploited this fact in Central America — Cuba)



Empower users

Make structural changes

How do we address it?
1

2

1 = institutions (platforms, advertisers, politicians, news agencies, universities)

2 = readers, voters, citizens, consumers 



Empower users

3. Read laterally 

https://webliteracy.pressbooks.com/

1. Look for previous work

2. Go upstream

By Mike Caulfield 
Aka @holden

(with WEB literacy)

https://webliteracy.pressbooks.com/


Facts
Claims about which there is 
• general agreement (consensus) by  
• people in the know.

<simplest definition>

from Caulfield



Facts
• Not all claims are statements of fact. Facts require 

consensus. 

• Fact-checking begins by asking if a source of 
information is in a position to know (different from 
assessing “bias” — though that matters too). 

• Facts are not the same thing as truth. However, facts 
help us assess truth and thus give important shape to 
our realities.

from Caulfield



1. Look for previous work

“When fact-checking a particular claim, quote, or article, the 
simplest thing you can do is to see if someone has already done 
the work for you.”



1. Look for previous work

“When fact-checking a particular claim, quote, or article, the 
simplest thing you can do is to see if someone has already done 
the work for you.”

Show group how to do this with search terms



2. Go upstream

“Most web content is not original. Get to the original source to 
understand the trustworthiness of the information.”



2. Go upstream

“Most web content is not original. Get to the original source to 
understand the trustworthiness of the information.”



3. Read laterally 

“Once you get to the source of a claim, read what other people say 
about the source (publication, author, etc.). The truth is in the 
network."







However, different users 
have different levels of 
digital readiness.

Digital readiness according to Pew: “the attitudes and behaviors that underpin people’s preparedness and comfort in using digital tools for learning”




LCCs = low-conscientiousness conservatives

conscientiousness (from 5-factor theory) captures differences in people’s orderliness, impulse control, conventionality and reliability.

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/personality-type-as-well-as-politics-predicts-who-shares-fake-news/ 



http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/09/20/2016/Digital-Readiness-Gaps/


No longer just access but readiness which is measured by things like education levels, inherent confidence, levels of support, etc. Specifically they measured:


1. Digital skills

2. Trust

3. Use



http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/09/20/2016/Digital-Readiness-Gaps/


No longer just access but readiness which is measured by things like education levels, inherent confidence, levels of support, etc. Specifically they measured:


1. Digital skills

2. Trust

3. Use



https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/digital-literacy-doesnt-stop-the-spread-of-misinformation


“Believing and sharing are not one in the same”



https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/digital-literacy-doesnt-stop-the-spread-of-misinformation


“Believing and sharing are not one in the same”



Make structural changes
1. Professional fact-checking
2. Demonetizing bad content
3. Better content moderation
4. Regulation



1. Professional fact-checking

Make structural changes

Institutions: universities, news agencies, advocacy groups

1. Improving measures for trust & verification — relying on fact-checking sites and coalitions, expanding content moderation for bots and user-flags, trust marks


Problems: polarization and the gravity of false equivalency renders fact-checking probably ineffective and it might actually make the problem worse by amplifying claims. 
This goes back to the first definition of fake news as a critique of the so-called “mainstream media”


Labor intensive one both ends; info saturation




2. De-monetizing bad content
Institutions: platforms (Google, Facebook, Twitter, Amazon), government, 
advocacy groups

Make structural changes

2. De-monetize the system — many fake news sites or fb pages are driven by revenue from ads


programmatic, targeted, automated advertising means that ads are sold by clicks or views and are linked to target demographic data, not content or placement (a 
scattershot approach). This strategy tries to mitigate that by having the platforms — Google AdSense and FB Audience Network (who make up 58% of the digital ad 
market share) enforce policies that identify publishers of fake news. There are also organizations like Sleeping Giants who take an activist approach to this.



3. Better content moderation
Institutions: platforms (Google, Facebook, Twitter, Amazon), tech companies

Make structural changes

Asking platforms to manage the problem by getting rid of bad content, but how?

Wetware v software, humans v algorithms



4. Regulation
Institutions: government

Make structural changes

First amendment

Platforms have limited liability thanks to the Communications Decency Act from 1996

TOS and community guidelines are determined by the companies themselves


Makes us vulnerable to cyberwarfare and leaves the governing of free speech up to the very people who profit from its unbridled proliferation.



fake news?

What is the future of



Deep fakes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bE1KWpoX9Hk


Resources for combating fake news
jasonluther.net/fakenews

http://jasonluther.net/fakenews

